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SunPower Corp 
Explaining the Guidance Cut 
 

So what exactly happened? 2017 guidance comes in way below Analyst Day 
Mgmt launched preliminary 2017 EBITDA guidance of $300-400 Mn, substantially 
below the target of doubling EBITDA by 2019 released at the Analyst Day last fall. The 
guide down and implicit reduction in long-dated utility-scale margins is the sharpest yet 
in the solar sector and reflects our wider concerns. We see the business following after-
market moves down in shares as effectively ~no longer priced into the SOP valuation 

So what keeps us here? It's really a resi and commercial focus now 
With margins from the utility-scale business having narrowed substantially, the focus 
appears to be on maintaining and expanding resi and commercial margins. We believe 
the shift towards cash sales and loans is critical to SPWR gaining market share. In fact, 
the latest technology focus has been on improving commercial costs to improve 
margins on this line of business which ideally is a niche for SPWR to capitalize on. This 
is effectively a return to the core of SPWR's operations. 

But is it all that bad out there? Benign rates and good print on Henrietta 
While SPWR's comments confirm greater competition amidst a slowing of utility-scale 
build opportunities given the ITC extension (as projects are shifted out towards 2019), 
we emphasize the benign credit and low interest rate environment and prices such as 
that paid on Henrietta suggest margins could yet be better than the negligible levels 
guided by mgmt. We think '17 might prove a false start off which to price '18 & '19. 

Valuation: Reducing price target to $13 from $22 as drop estimates 
Our revised price target reflects a lower EBITDA estimate of $473 Mn (from $605 Mn) 
for 2018, our valuation year. We emphasize the reduction is almost entirely driven by 
lower margins on utility-scale projects, with volumes and margins maintained on the 
adjacent resi and commercial efforts. While mgmt's commentary on 2017 would imply 
margins at ~5-year lows (effectively low or zero-margin business has been under-
written), the wider question is to what extent others (FSLR) will be negatively impacted 
too. Net-net, results continue to prove worse than expected across the solar off a low 
base. We think the sharp sell-off in SPWR is due to investor expectations that it would 
prove the most resilient of peers (who are still more directly exposed) to compressing 
margins in the key competitive utility-scale and module sale markets. 
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Highlights (US$m) 12/13 12/14 12/15 12/16E 12/17E 12/18E 12/19E 12/20E 
Revenues 2,602 2,619 2,613 2,935 3,756 4,165 4,563 5,219 
EBIT (UBS) 289 267 423 121 179 307 412 487 
Net earnings (UBS) 292 251 357 40 94 215 312 376 
EPS (UBS, diluted) (US$) 2.10 1.54 2.65 0.28 0.63 1.36 1.84 2.07 
DPS (US$) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Net (debt) / cash (306) (234) (656) (821) (853) (88) 211 543 

 

Profitability/valuation 12/13 12/14 12/15 12/16E 12/17E 12/18E 12/19E 12/20E 
EBIT margin % 11.1 10.2 16.2 4.1 4.8 7.4 9.0 9.3 
ROIC (EBIT) % 26.4 20.4 25.1 6.5 10.2 23.8 52.4 79.1 
EV/EBITDA (core) x 6.5 13.0 8.3 6.1 4.9 3.7 3.1 2.7 
P/E (UBS, diluted) x 9.7 21.3 10.5 37.3 16.8 7.8 5.8 5.1 
Equity FCF (UBS) yield % 5.7 (1.0) (19.9) (12.1) 40.5 17.3 18.3 18.3 
Net dividend yield % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Source: Company accounts, Thomson Reuters, UBS estimates. UBS adjusted EPS is stated before goodwill-related charges and other adjustments for abnormal and economic items at the analysts' 
judgement. Valuations: based on an average share price that year, (E): based on a share price of US$10.58 on 09 Aug 2016 21:39 EDT 
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SunPower Corp Buy (US$13.00 price target)  
 

UBS Research THESIS MAP a guide to our thinking and what's where in this report  

PIVOTAL QUESTIONS Q: Why are we keeping the Buy rating? 
We see shares as trading near ex-Utility scale value, focused principally on the Resi and Commercial 
businesses. The critical question increasingly is confidence on these businesses as well. Further, will 
margins improve in 2018. 

 

Q: When will margins recover? 
We see utility-scale margins as improving in tandem with technology improvement. While mgmt had 
known for some time of the pending margin drop-off in 2017+, the key question is what shifted in 
recent months to drive the compression and what will drive a recovery? Mgmt points to the simple 
linkage between volume and margins as recovery ramps into the next ITC build in 2019 

 

Q: What gives us confidence in the resi and commercial businesses? 
We see the high efficiency panel product as returning to its core markets, focused on higher-value 
solutions where space limitations are a constraint. The key execution constraint here remains ramping 
back up on commercial amidst low-teen margin results. 

 

UBS VIEW 

 

We are maintaining our Buy despite the weak guidance on the Power Plant business as we suspect 
margins in the utility-scale business will necessarily need to reflect more than modest margins for even 
fully integrated developers. Further at ~$10/sh, investors are largely paying 'just' for the two other core 
business – resi and commercial. We think O&M cost cuts to substantially realign the business ex-self 
developed projects if margins don’t recover could yet be a further avenue in repositioning.   

EVIDENCE 

 

Margins on both resi and commercial have proven more sustainable and have arguably been the core 
of the company given its higher efficiency product – and the desirability of this product in space 
constrained locations such as rooftops. Further, sales like Henrietta continue to bode well for implied 
discount rates for projects that are ultimately transacted to key utility players (even if few).. 

WHAT'S PRICED IN?  At current levels ~5.1x our forward 2018 EBITDA estimate (or ~5.6x including CAFD market value) 
SPWR is pricing in near-trough multiples.  We expect supply/demand concerns, SUNE/SCTY company 
specific issues, and macro uncertainty are all dragging SPWR... 

UPSIDE / DOWNSIDE 
SPECTRUM 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

more 

COMPANY DESCRIPTION SunPower is one of the leading global solar solutions providers for residential, commercial, and power 
plant customers by offering solar module technology and solar power systems.... 

more  
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SunPower Corp UBS Research 

 

UPSIDE / DOWNSIDE SPECTRUM return  

 

 

SPWR has been under 
substantial pressure 
of late as the solar 
sector continues to 
unwind 

 

   

Upside (US$37): For our upside case we assume higher EBITDA stemming from 
reduced inefficiencies and higher demand in SPWR’s core service areas driven by 
higher volume. Higher EBITDA reflects improved margins and shipment profile. We 
apply a more optimistic 8X multiple – in line with historical IPP peer ranges as well 
as reflecting full valuations vs peer equipment manufacturing peers.  

Base (US$13): We assume a compressed 6x EBITDA multiple on 2018 estimates to 
arrive at our base target devco value off our lower estimates.   

Downside (US$2): Our downside case assumes further compression of EBITDA 
from yet lower utility-scale margins. We apply a less optimistic 5X multiple – 
effectively to reflect the lower visibility of a resi and commercial business. 
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SunPower Corp UBS Research 
 

COMPANY DESCRIPTION return  

Market Cap US$26.5bn 

Shares Outstanding 142m  

Industry Solar 

Region Americas 

Website www.sunpower.com 

SunPower is one of the leading global solar solutions 
providers for residential, commercial, and power plant 
customers by offering solar module technology and solar 
power systems. It also offers integrated Smart Energy 
software solutions to customers for managing and 
monitoring their CCOE measurement. SPWR also arranges 
a variety of financing solutions for customers to purchase 
or lease high-efficiency solar products at competitive 
energy rates. 

Industry outlook 

We remain bullish on the renewable energy sector, and 
expect solar to continue to gain market share, benefiting 
from trends in installation cost declines, improvements in 
energy efficiency, and government subsidies at federal and 
state levels. However, we expect a challenging 
supply/demand outlook in the medium term as several 
high-demand countries work through incentive changes, 
which could affect margins at the company level. 

Revenues by segment (%) 
 

 
Source: Company filings and UBS estimates 
 

Non GAAP-Gross Margin % by segment - 2015 
 

 
Source: Company filings 
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Explaining the Situation 
The latest developments after market for SunPower with 2Q results were surprising 
to many investors, with SPWR viewed as among the most 'resilient' to the ongoing 
solar downturn. It was the problematic utility-scale self-development business that 
drove the problems tied to the business, consistent with issues elsewhere in the 
sector – and the clear concerns expressed by investors for some time. Mgmt's 
confidence in recent quarters and bullish view at the time of its Analyst Day had 
alleviated concerns raised previously on this compression risk. The question will be 
how management can regain credibility as a premium story given its premium 
product amidst its substantial guide down in the latest quarter. We see the latest 
datapoints as the most negative developments thus far in the ongoing solar 
downcycle and represents substantial risk to the downside for the balance of the 
sector – both across module sales as well as for developers. This would appear to 
be a cautious comment for independent solar developers as well given the limited 
margin to no margin available for even integrated manufacturers such as SPWR.  

Interest Rates are Low – How are Hurdles Going Up? 

Among the critical questions raised by SPWR's latest guidance is how to explain 
the increase in investor hurdle rates amidst record low interest rates. We flag the 
YieldCo sector has recently recovered to recent relative heights once more in 
equity valuations as well, with the Yield cycle poised to recover. Further, we find it 
notable for mgmt. to cite challenges in higher hurdle rates amidst its YiedlCo 
subsidiary having the best valuation of peers in the sector. The question si whether 
higher margins at the time of its Analyst Day had been predicated on a higher 
equity valuation for CAFD to ensure a lofty valuation for its developed projects in 
terms of sell-down. 

Tax equity and the bonus depreciation cycle 

Among the real dynamics that has emerged of late is the higher cost of tax equity 
and more limited tax appetite for utilities. The more limited appetite is due to 
bonus depreciation extension, which satiated the tax appetite for many utilities 
through much of the decade. In turn, hurdle rates because of the deferred tax 
benefits have been increased for the potential utility buyers approached previously 

The Henrietta Datapoint: This is probably not the lone datapoint? 

We had been constructive into 2Q results principally on the back of the $447 Mn 
agreed for the 100MW 51% stake in the Henrietta project (as well as 10% further 
stake in another 74MW solar project in nC); we note of this sum, SO appears to be 
paying ~$150 Mn for the ITCs and ~2/3rds for the PPA attributes. Bottom line, this 
datapoint had appeared quite robust to us, particularly following on the heels of a 
~14x EV/EBITDA transaction to NYLD yesterday. Net-net, it would appear this sale 
was in some respects a selectively advantaged project given the meaningfully 
above-market contract for the project. Mgmt further acknowledged that Henrietta 
would substantially contribute to 3Q results – likely driving the bulk of the higher 
EBITDA on offer.  

Signing negative margin PPAs? Admitting problems from last year. 

Among the most cautious datapoints from the call was the admission that under 
the current backdrop of market conditions, certain PPAs signed last year did not 
appear economic any longer due to an inability to monetize at positive margins. 
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We emphasize the utility-scale business posted a negative -1.6% aggregate margin 
overall in the current quarter. 

Will the latest doubt on the sector push PPAs higher? 

We've noted for some time the willingness of developers and buyers of 
infrastructure like assets alike to take lower returns—and in-turn sign progressively 
lower market rates on PPAs. SPWR garnered attention last year for signing high 
$30/MWh PPAs in Nevada; it states in its presentation concerns around PPAs 
signed below $50/MWH more broadly. The question is precisely what had mgmt. 
been assuming at the time of those deals to ensure adequate margins were 
achieved? 

What's the big readthrough? FSLR. 

We see the SPWR datapoints on utility-scale datapoints as particularly cautious for 
the predominantly utility-scale developer FSLR as it looks to next year. In tandem 
with datapoints of a substantial sell-down of mgmt's equity yesterday, we suspect 
there could yet be further pressure on FSLR shares tomorrow following their own 
weak guidance last week. We note our margins in our FSLR model continue to 
reflect high teen margins in future years. The SPWR challenges only further validate 
the shift in margin towards a panel-only focus away from self-development. 

Just How Weak is Power Plant Segment Guidance?  

2017 preliminary guidance included essentially only DG profitability with neutral 
power plant EBITDA, while power plants would actually be a substantial 
contributor to volume targets in light of SPWR's 1.1GW deployment range for 
power plant (50% of which is contracted).  While we have long thought go-
forward power plant margins would be challenging, EBITDA break-even suggests 
the PPA atmosphere is borderline uneconomic, though management appears to be 
attempting to take all of the negative news in one quarter in this instance.  We 
note the company suggested some project push outs from 2016 to 2017-18, 
which could imply an even more challenging PPA atmosphere than we had 
expected.  However, we think the company is unlikely to bid the majority of 
projects at uneconomic margins and this suggests that SPWR is taking a more 
conservative approach to external projections.  Past Oasis rollouts have been above 
the company's expectation, so we think there is a healthy level of conservatism 
baked into power plant assumptions today. 

DG is the Saving Grace: But Less Visibility could pressure multiple 

SPWR's more pronounced pivot to the DG business suggests the strength of the 
company's diversified model is working, though the continued shift to cash sales 
could actually impact adjusted EBITDA in the near term as tax monetization is more 
easily achieved from leases.  Nonetheless, challenges on the utility front are clearly 
more pronounced than management had expected while management noted 
continued demand for the resi products, particularly the integrated Equinox 
product.  However, DG is an inherently short cycle business and we note the 
company's near term focus on DG should allow a more meaningful change in the 
power plant business as the company continues to bid on 2018 large scale 
projects.  We view this as the latest example of an opportunistic 2017 expectations 
reset (FSLR being the first), which will allow the company to implement the tough 
choices needed to make 2017 the trough year while still maintaining the core 
business lines.  

We are reducing our multiple to 
6x from 7x to reflect this reduced 
confidence in forward estimates 
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Refocusing Some Module Production to Remain Competitive 

SPWR's shift of module assembly from the Philippines into Mexico suggests the 
company is doubling down on North and South American Markets in some 
respects – a decision which has already proven advantageous with the recent 
~500MW Mexican project win.  In an increasingly challenging PPA environment, 
local manufacturing and associated project bidding benefits should serve the 
company well both in the US and emerging South American markets. Mgmt 
emphasizes it is not reducing total planned MWs at this time with a shift way from 
system development effectively backfilled with lower nominal margins for module-
only sales, effectively the parallel strategy pursued by FSLR. 

The Rise of the Global IPP: Competition Beckons 

In many ways the latest pressure playing out on SPWR is the concern we raised last 
year around SunEdison pertaining to an increasingly competitive backdrop of IPPs, 
Utilities, and Solar Developers all focused on building out projects amidst a modest 
pullback in the US market given timing of many projects into the 2016 period.  The 
question is whether European peers such as Enel will continue to leverage their 
exceptionally low cost of capital to compete down returns for higher cost of capital 
independent developers such as SPWR. Amidst limited opportunities elsewhere for 
investment dollars for the likes of these IPPs, we suspect pressures on solar returns 
could remain. The question is whether the zero-orosingle digit margins implied by 
SPWR are truly accurate where even integrated vendors cannot  

Where is management focused now? Self-Development in select markets 

Mgmt emphasizes it will focus only on constructing and owning projects in the US, 
LatAm, and France. It also appears to add Japan to this list, at least in terms of 
projects already under development with modestly higher margins. Specifically, it 
sees higher margins available in Mexico and Chile; we attribute these to locational 
advantages and supplier benefits for in-country manufacturing in the Mexican case 
and more credit-specific considerations for development in Chile with bilateral 
exposure to mostly large miners.  

Total opportunities in Africa and Middle East remain the further angle 

Mgmt stresses in the international arena it would continue to pursue opportunities 
on largely an equipment basis (lower total revenue opportunity), with a focus on 
cross-marketing in regions where Total has substantial market share. While this 
angle has yet to meaningfully play itself out, we suspect this is indeed a real 
eventuality.  

What's our Call on Shares?  

We believe a meaningful recovery in shares could be a 2017 event as future 
2018/19 utility-scale margin recovery will become more tangible. Further 2017 
should provide greater comfort around the continued buildout of panel supply – 
and efforts to rationalize. We emphasize the downside is likely limited to the 
extent Total is willing to buy back in the equity to limit complete collapse of the 
project. While the most negative 2Q call update yet – we suggest investors not 
overreact to datapoints amidst what appears a potential for improvement later this 
decade. At a minimum, a repositioning of the company around lower O&M 
without this business segment and/or shift towards more resi business could be the 
next move in a protracted downturn for utility-scale.   
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Updated Estimates 
We reflect our latest estimates on shares below, dropping EBITDA to reflect 
reduced gross margins down to the mid-single digits through the near-term, the 
lowest level of peers in recent periods. The table below clearly illustrates the 
dramatic decline in margins for 2016, with a gradual ramp back up for 
development activities. 

While mgmt. offered little forward looking commentary (consistent with peers), we 
emphasize our own datapoints would suggest margins appear better particularly 
by ~2019 as the next ramp-down in ITC projects begins. Net-net, there is potential 
for real improvement in margins. 

Figure 1: SPWR Estimates 

 

 
Source:  Company reports and UBS estimates 

What does this mean? 
The story is now substantially more exposed to developments in the residential 
market and commercial market as the baseline to support cash flow and opex for 
the business relies on not just module sales, but specifically residential and 
commercial sales of fully developed projects within the OECD countries principally. 
We emphasize with 68% either loans or cash sales, the company is meaningfully 
more protracted from the downturn in the lease market seen by SCTY and other 
resi players of late. We note margins in this segment have remained substantially 
more stable in recent quarters and years.  

Updated Valuation 
We include our latest below, dropping our estimates, but also dropping our 
multiple a turn to reflect less of a premium solar play vs. peers down to 6x 
EV/EBITDA.  

Still Near Historical Lows on multiples 

Our recent work suggests historical valuation trough for forward EBITDA is just 
under 4X (3.7x) with current SPWR valuation in the 4-5x range pre-Q2 update, but 
shift to guidance cut and likely slashed street expectations for margin achievement 
in 2017 and 2018 could yield a richer implied valuation on updated ests.  

 

Non GAAP Gross Margin (%) 2014 2015 2016 E 2017 E 2018 E 2019 E
Power Plant 21% 28% 5% 5% 8% 12%
Commercial 13% 13% 13% 16% 16% 16%
Residential 21% 22% 20% 22% 21% 21%
Total 19.6% 23.9% 12.1% 12.2% 14.0% 15.8%
SPWR EBITDA Reconciliation 2014 2015 2016 E 2017 E 2018 E 2019 E
Start: Non-GAAP Net Income $205.1 $337.8 $40.3 $94.3 $214.9 $311.7
+ Cash interest Expense $48.4 $37.6 $60.7 $65.1 $67.3 $70.3
+Income taxes $13.0 $47.7 $20.0 $20.0 $25.0 $30.0
+Depreciation $107.4 $133.5 $170.0 $178.7 $166.2 $155.6
EBITDA $374 $557 $291 $358 $473 $568

Guidance 275-325 300-400
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Figure 2: SPWR SOP Valuation 

 
Source:  UBS estimates 

SunPower Valuation
DevCo Value Downside Base Upside
Capacity Built (MW) - 2018

Resi 613 766 919
C&I 591 739 886
Utility 985 1231 1477

Total MW Capacity 2189 2736 3283
$/Watt Costs

Resi $1.62 $1.62 $1.62
C&I $1.45 $1.45 $1.45
Utility $1.50 $1.50 $1.50

Development margin (%)
Resi 15% 21% 27%
C&I 11% 16% 21%
Utility 6% 8% 10%

Overall 10% 14% 18%
LT Guidance high teens to low 20s

Gross Margin ($ Mn)
Resi 146 261 408
C&I 98 175 273
Utility 83 148 230

Total 327 584 911
Opex ($547) ($547) ($547)
EBITDA Adjustments $504 $436 $157
Proportional EBITDA ($ Mn)

Resi $127 $212 $233
C&I $85 $142 $156
Utility $72 $120 $132

Adjusted EBITDA 284 473 521
EV/EBITDA 5.0x 6.0x 9.0x

Implied Value $1,420 $2,840 $4,686

DevCo Value to SPWR 9 18 30
CAFD LP Ownership Interest Downside Base Case Upside
SPWR Shares 28.88
Total Shares 71.01
Sponsor Ownership 40.7% 40.7% 40.7%

Total Current Shares 71 71 71
UBSe CAFD Share Price $10 $11 $19
Implied Mkt Cap ($M) $710 $787 $1,349

SPWR's share of LP Value 289 320 549
CAFD Value to SPWR 1.8 2.0 3.5
CAFD GP Ownership Interest Downside Base Case Upside
IDR ($mn) (Base: through 2019) 0.0 0.0 0.0
CAFD GP Value to SPWR 0.0 0.0 0.0
Parent Obligations Value/Sh.

Converts ($mn) Outstanding
0.875%  debentures due 2021 397
0.75%  debentures due 2018 298
4%  debentures due 2023 417
Total Converts 1111

IFC mortgage loan 24
CEDA loan 28
Other debt 503
Total Debt 556

Minimum lease payments for assets under capital leases 6

Cash Outstanding 555
Net Debt 1118

Obligations per Share 7.05
Value of to SPWR (7.0)

SPWR Equity Value per Share 4 13 26
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SunPower Corp (SPWR.O) 

Income statement (US$m) 12/13 12/14 12/15 12/16E % ch 12/17E % ch 12/18E 12/19E 12/20E 
Revenues 2,602 2,619 2,613 2,935 12.3 3,756 28.0 4,165 4,563 5,219 
Gross profit 530 514 625 357 -43.0 459 28.8 584 719 819 
EBITDA (UBS) 387 375 561 291 -48.1 358 23.0 473 568 643 
Depreciation & amortization (98) (109) (138) (170) 23.2 (179) 5.1 (166) (156) (156) 
EBIT (UBS) 289 267 423 121 -71.4 179 48.2 307 412 487 
Associates & investment income 0 0 0 0 - 0 - 0 0 0 
Other non-operating income (47) (65) (131) (162) -24.3 (187) -15.0 (209) (212) (217) 
Net interest 0 0 0 (41) - (41) 0.0 (41) (41) (41) 
Exceptionals (incl goodwill) 0 0 0 0 - 0 - 0 0 0 
Profit before tax 241 202 292 (82) - (48) 41.4 57 159 229 
Tax (11) (13) (48) (20) 58.0 (20) 0.0 (25) (30) (35) 
Profit after tax 230 189 245 (102) - (68) 33.3 32 129 194 
Preference dividends 0 0 0 0 - 0 - 0 0 0 
Minorities 62 63 112 142 26.7 162 14.0 182 182 182 
Extraordinary items (125) 41 (525) (193) 63.2 (150) 22.3 (147) (145) (146) 
Net earnings (local GAAP) 166 292 (168) (153) 8.9 (56) 63.6 68 167 231 
Net earnings (UBS) 292 251 357 40 -88.7 94 133.8 215 312 376 
Tax rate (%) 4.7 6.5 16.3 0.0 - 0.0 - 43.5 18.8 15.3 

 

Per share (US$) 12/13 12/14 12/15 12/16E % ch 12/17E % ch 12/18E 12/19E 12/20E 
EPS (UBS, diluted) 2.10 1.54 2.65 0.28 -89.3 0.63 122.6 1.36 1.84 2.07 
EPS (local GAAP, diluted) 1.20 1.80 (1.24) (1.07) 13.6 (0.37) 65.3 0.43 0.98 1.27 
EPS (UBS, basic) 2.25 1.54 2.65 0.28 -89.3 0.63 122.6 1.36 1.84 2.07 
Net DPS (US$) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Cash EPS (UBS, diluted)1 2.81 2.21 3.67 1.48 -59.7 1.83 23.6 2.40 2.76 2.93 
Book value per share 8.90 9.43 11.04 8.98 -18.6 7.49 -16.6 6.81 6.93 7.53 
Average shares (diluted) 138.98 162.75 134.88 142.29 5.5 149.48 5.0 158.57 169.58 181.72 

 

Balance sheet (US$m) 12/13 12/14 12/15 12/16E % ch 12/17E % ch 12/18E 12/19E 12/20E 
Cash and equivalents 763 956 955 981 2.8 1,807 84.1 2,216 2,725 3,337 
Other current assets 1,452 1,447 1,560 2,054 31.6 1,704 -17.0 1,782 1,858 1,983 
Total current assets 2,215 2,403 2,515 3,035 20.7 3,511 15.7 3,998 4,583 5,320 
Net tangible fixed assets 879 976 1,263 1,327 5.1 1,235 -7.0 1,156 1,159 1,260 
Net intangible fixed assets 0 38 120 120 0.0 120 0.0 120 120 120 
Investments / other assets 805 940 960 998 4.0 1,037 3.8 1,035 1,033 1,032 
Total assets 3,899 4,357 4,857 5,480 12.8 5,902 7.7 6,308 6,895 7,732 
Trade payables & other ST liabilities 1,148 866 978 1,421 45.4 1,689 18.9 1,823 1,953 2,167 
Short term debt 513 263 21 23 11.65 24 3.35 25 27 29 
Total current liabilities 1,660 1,130 999 1,445 44.7 1,713 18.6 1,848 1,979 2,195 
Long term debt 393 919 1,590 1,752 10.2 1,810 3.3 1,870 1,978 2,154 
Other long term liabilities 691 733 760 1,006 32.4 1,258 25.1 1,510 1,762 2,015 
Preferred shares 0 0 0 0 - 0 - 0 0 0 
Total liabilities (incl pref shares) 2,745 2,781 3,348 4,202 25.5 4,782 13.8 5,228 5,720 6,364 
Common s/h equity 1,154 1,576 1,509 1,278 -15.3 1,120 -12.4 1,080 1,175 1,368 
Minority interests 0 0 0 0 - 0 - 0 0 0 
Total liabilities & equity 3,899 4,357 4,857 5,480 12.8 5,902 7.7 6,308 6,895 7,732 

 

Cash flow (US$m) 12/13 12/14 12/15 12/16E % ch 12/17E % ch 12/18E 12/19E 12/20E 
Net income (before pref divs) 166 292 (168) (153) 8.9 (56) 63.6 68 167 231 
Depreciation & amortization 98 109 138 170 23.2 179 5.1 166 156 156 
Net change in working capital (14) (374) (619) (50) 91.9 618 - 55 54 89 
Other operating 44 91 55 53 -3.1 61 15.7 104 106 105 
Operating cash flow 295 117 (594) 20 - 802 NM 394 483 581 
Tangible capital expenditure (152) (166) (328) (234) 28.6 (86) 63.3 (87) (159) (257) 
Intangible capital expenditure 0 0 0 0 - 0 - 0 0 0 
Net (acquisitions) / disposals 0 0 0 0 - 0 - 0 0 0 
Other investing (2) (144) (102) (102) - (102) - (102) (102) (102) 
Investing cash flow (154) (309) (430) (336) 21.8 (188) 44.1 (189) (261) (359) 
Equity dividends paid 0 0 0 0 - 0 - 0 0 0 
Share issues / (buybacks) (20) (58) (44) 47 - 26 -45.0 26 48 77 
Other financing 100 99 252 252 0.00 252 0.00 252 252 252 
Change in debt & pref shares 214 457 412 164 -60.12 59 -63.80 60 110 178 
Financing cash flow 294 499 620 463 -25.3 337 -27.2 339 409 507 
Cash flow inc/(dec) in cash 436 307 (405) 147 - 951 NM 543 632 729 
FX / non cash items (131) (113) 403 (120) - (126) -5.2 (134) (122) (116) 
Balance sheet inc/(dec) in cash 305 194 (2) 27 - 825 NM 409 509 612 
Source: Company accounts, UBS estimates.  (UBS) metrics use reported figures which have been adjusted by UBS analysts.1Cash EPS (UBS, diluted) is calculated using UBS net income adding back depreciation and 
amortization.  
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SunPower Corp (SPWR.O) 

Valuation (x) 12/13 12/14 12/15 12/16E 12/17E 12/18E 12/19E 12/20E 
P/E (local GAAP, diluted) 16.9 18.3 NM NM NM 24.7 10.7 8.3 
P/E (UBS, diluted) 9.7 21.3 10.5 37.3 16.8 7.8 5.8 5.1 
P/CEPS 6.7 14.9 7.6 7.2 5.8 4.4 3.8 3.6 
Equity FCF (UBS) yield % 5.7 (1.0) (19.9) (12.1) 40.5 17.3 18.3 18.3 
Net dividend yield (%) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
P/BV x 2.3 3.5 2.5 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.5 1.4 
EV/revenues (core) 1.0 1.9 1.8 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.3 
EV/EBITDA (core) 6.5 13.0 8.3 6.1 4.9 3.7 3.1 2.7 
EV/EBIT (core) 6.5 13.0 8.3 6.1 4.9 3.7 3.1 2.7 
EV/OpFCF (core) 6.5 13.1 8.3 6.1 4.9 3.7 3.1 2.8 
EV/op. invested capital 2.3 3.7 2.8 1.0 1.0 1.4 2.2 2.9 

 

Enterprise value (US$m) 12/13 12/14 12/15 12/16E 12/17E 12/18E 12/19E 12/20E 
Market cap. 2,537 4,876 4,635 1,768 1,768 1,768 1,768 1,768 
Net debt (cash) (26) 0 (1) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) 
Buy out of minorities 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Pension provisions/other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total enterprise value 2,511 4,876 4,634 1,766 1,766 1,766 1,766 1,766 
Non core assets 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Core enterprise value 2,511 4,876 4,634 1,766 1,766 1,766 1,766 1,766 

 

Growth (%) 12/13 12/14 12/15 12/16E 12/17E 12/18E 12/19E 12/20E 
Revenue -0.8 0.6 -0.2 12.3 28.0 10.9 9.6 14.4 
EBITDA (UBS) NM -3.0 49.5 -48.1 23.0 32.2 19.9 13.3 
EBIT (UBS) - -7.7 58.7 -71.4 48.2 71.2 34.1 18.2 
EPS (UBS, diluted) - -26.4 71.4 -89.3 122.6 114.9 35.6 12.7 
Net DPS - - - - - - - - 

 

Margins & Profitability (%) 12/13 12/14 12/15 12/16E 12/17E 12/18E 12/19E 12/20E 
Gross profit margin 20.4 19.6 23.9 12.1 12.2 14.0 15.8 15.7 
EBITDA margin 14.9 14.3 21.5 9.9 9.5 11.4 12.4 12.3 
EBIT margin 11.1 10.2 16.2 4.1 4.8 7.4 9.0 9.3 
Net earnings (UBS) margin 11.2 9.6 13.7 1.4 2.5 5.2 6.8 7.2 
ROIC (EBIT) 26.4 20.4 25.1 6.5 10.2 23.8 52.4 79.1 
ROIC post tax 25.2 19.1 21.0 6.5 10.2 13.4 42.5 67.0 
ROE (UBS) 27.2 18.4 23.2 2.9 7.9 19.5 27.6 29.6 

 

Capital structure & Coverage (x) 12/13 12/14 12/15 12/16E 12/17E 12/18E 12/19E 12/20E 
Net debt / EBITDA 0.8 0.6 1.2 2.8 2.4 0.2 (0.4) (0.8) 
Net debt / total equity % 26.5 14.9 43.5 64.2 76.2 8.2 (18.0) (39.7) 
Net debt / (net debt + total equity) % 21.0 12.9 30.3 39.1 43.2 7.5 (21.9) (65.7) 
Net debt/EV % 12.2 4.8 14.2 46.5 48.3 5.0 (12.0) (30.7) 
Capex / depreciation % 154.3 152.2 NM 137.9 48.1 52.6 102.0 165.0 
Capex / revenue % 5.8 6.3 12.6 8.0 2.3 2.1 3.5 4.9 
EBIT / net interest - - - 3.0 4.4 7.5 10.1 12.0 
Dividend cover (UBS) - - - - - - - - 
Div. payout ratio (UBS) % - - - - - - - - 

 

Revenues by division (US$m) 12/13 12/14 12/15 12/16E 12/17E 12/18E 12/19E 12/20E 
Others 2,602 2,619 2,613 2,935 3,756 4,165 4,563 5,219 
Total 2,602 2,619 2,613 2,935 3,756 4,165 4,563 5,219 

 

EBIT (UBS) by division (US$m) 12/13 12/14 12/15 12/16E 12/17E 12/18E 12/19E 12/20E 
Others 289 267 423 121 179 307 412 487 
Total 289 267 423 121 179 307 412 487 
Source: Company accounts, UBS estimates.  (UBS) metrics use reported figures which have been adjusted by UBS analysts. 
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Forecast returns 

Forecast price appreciation +22.9% 

Forecast dividend yield 0.0% 

Forecast stock return +22.9% 

Market return assumption 5.7% 

Forecast excess return +17.2% 

 
  

Valuation Method and Risk Statement 

Risks to SunPower (SPWR) include but are not limited to: inability to raise debt, 
equity, working capital, and other capital sources to finance development of solar 
projects; rising interest rates and financing costs; lack of liquidity and failure to 
meet liabilities and other obligations as due; inability to transact with its jointly-
owned YieldCo entities in an accretive fashion; counterparty defaults; inability to 
transact with third parties and realize gross margins; supply/demand imbalances; 
increasing cost structure and failure of solar technology to achieve 'grid parity'; 
increased completion for project development opportunities pressuring realized 
margins; technological defects and obsolescence; loss of and/or infringement on 
intellectual property rights; losses from cyber-attacks; lack of raw materials and 
necessary components needed to manufacture solar modules; supply chain delays 
or interruptions; sudden removal of existing government subsidies such as tax 
rebates or feed-in tariffs.; unfavorable international, federal, state, or local 
legislation/regulation; unforeseen environmental liabilities for its hazardous 
materials used in solar manufacturing; natural disasters; labor strikes and other 
unrest; adverse changes to tax subsidies for solar generation, unfavorable weather 
(solar resource generation); sustained declines in oil prices; shareholder and class 
action litigation; insider and/or concentrated shareholder selling and below-
average customer demand. 
 
Our PT remains derived via an EV/EBITDA-derived SOP. 
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Required Disclosures 

This report has been prepared by UBS Securities LLC, an affiliate of UBS AG. UBS AG, its subsidiaries, branches and affiliates 
are referred to herein as UBS. 

For information on the ways in which UBS manages conflicts and maintains independence of its research product; historical 
performance information; and certain additional disclosures concerning UBS research recommendations, please visit  
www.ubs.com/disclosures. The figures contained in performance charts refer to the past; past performance is not a reliable 
indicator of future results. Additional information will be made available upon request. UBS Securities Co. Limited is licensed 
to conduct securities investment consultancy businesses by the China Securities Regulatory Commission. UBS acts or may act 
as principal in the debt securities (or in related derivatives) that may be the subject of this report. This recommendation was 
finalized on: 10 August 2016 05:42 AM GMT.  

Analyst Certification: Each research analyst primarily responsible for the content of this research report, in whole or in 
part, certifies that with respect to each security or issuer that the analyst covered in this report: (1) all of the views expressed 
accurately reflect his or her personal views about those securities or issuers and were prepared in an independent manner, 
including with respect to UBS, and (2) no part of his or her compensation was, is, or will be, directly or indirectly, related to 
the specific recommendations or views expressed by that research analyst in the research report.  

UBS Investment Research: Global Equity Rating Definitions 

12-Month Rating Definition Coverage1 IB Services2 

Buy FSR is > 6% above the MRA. 47% 32% 

Neutral FSR is between -6% and 6% of the MRA. 38% 25% 

Sell FSR is > 6% below the MRA. 15% 21% 

Short-Term Rating Definition Coverage3 IB Services4 

Buy 
Stock price expected to rise within three months from the time 
the rating was assigned because of a specific catalyst or event. <1% <1% 

Sell Stock price expected to fall within three months from the time 
the rating was assigned because of a specific catalyst or event. <1% <1% 

Source: UBS. Rating allocations are as of 30 June 2016. 
1:Percentage of companies under coverage globally within the 12-month rating category. 
2:Percentage of companies within the 12-month rating category for which investment banking (IB) services were provided 
within the past 12 months. 
3:Percentage of companies under coverage globally within the Short-Term rating category. 
4:Percentage of companies within the Short-Term rating category for which investment banking (IB) services were provided 
within the past 12 months. 

KEY DEFINITIONS:  Forecast Stock Return (FSR)  is defined as expected percentage price appreciation plus gross dividend 
yield over the next 12 months.   Market Return Assumption (MRA)  is defined as the one-year local market interest rate 
plus 5% (a proxy for, and not a forecast of, the equity risk premium).   Under Review (UR)  Stocks may be flagged as UR 
by the analyst, indicating that the stock's price target and/or rating are subject to possible change in the near term, usually 
in response to an event that may affect the investment case or valuation.   Short-Term Ratings  reflect the expected near-
term (up to three months) performance of the stock and do not reflect any change in the fundamental view or investment 
case.   Equity Price Targets  have an investment horizon of 12 months.  

EXCEPTIONS AND SPECIAL CASES:  UK and European Investment Fund ratings and definitions are: Buy:  Positive 
on factors such as structure, management, performance record, discount;   Neutral:  Neutral on factors such as structure, 
management, performance record, discount;   Sell:  Negative on factors such as structure, management, performance 
record, discount.   Core Banding Exceptions (CBE):  Exceptions to the standard +/-6% bands may be granted by the 
Investment Review Committee (IRC). Factors considered by the IRC include the stock's volatility and the credit spread of the 
respective company's debt. As a result, stocks deemed to be very high or low risk may be subject to higher or lower bands 
as they relate to the rating. When such exceptions apply, they will be identified in the Company Disclosures table in the 
relevant research piece.  

http://www.ubs.com/disclosures
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Research analysts contributing to this report who are employed by any non-US affiliate of UBS Securities LLC are not 
registered/qualified as research analysts with FINRA. Such analysts may not be associated persons of UBS Securities LLC and 
therefore are not subject to the FINRA restrictions on communications with a subject company, public appearances, and 
trading securities held by a research analyst account. The name of each affiliate and analyst employed by that affiliate 
contributing to this report, if any, follows. 

UBS Securities LLC:  Julien Dumoulin-Smith; Jerimiah Booream, CFA; Paul Zimbardo.   

Company Disclosures 

Company Name Reuters 12-month rating Short-term rating Price Price date 

8Point3 Energy Partners LP16 CAFD.O Sell N/A US$16.47 09 Aug 2016 

SunPower Corp16 SPWR.O Buy N/A US$14.78 09 Aug 2016 

Source: UBS. All prices as of local market close. 
Ratings in this table are the most current published ratings prior to this report. They may be more recent than the stock 
pricing date 
16. UBS Securities LLC makes a market in the securities and/or ADRs of this company. 

Unless otherwise indicated, please refer to the Valuation and Risk sections within the body of this report. For a complete set 
of disclosure statements associated with the companies discussed in this report, including information on valuation and risk, 
please contact UBS Securities LLC, 1285 Avenue of Americas, New York, NY 10019, USA, Attention: Investment Research. 

8Point3 Energy Partners LP (US$) 
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Global Disclaimer 
This document has been prepared by UBS Securities LLC, an affiliate of UBS AG. UBS AG, its subsidiaries, branches and affiliates are referred to herein as UBS. 

Global Research is provided to our clients through UBS Neo and, in certain instances, UBS.com (each a "System"). It may also be made available through third party 
vendors and distributed by UBS and/or third parties via e-mail or alternative electronic means. The level and types of services provided by Global Research to a client may 
vary depending upon various factors such as a client's individual preferences as to the frequency and manner of receiving communications, a client's risk profile and 
investment focus and perspective (e.g., market wide, sector specific, long-term, short-term, etc.), the size and scope of the overall client relationship with UBS and legal 
and regulatory constraints. 

All Global Research is available on UBS Neo. Please contact your UBS sales representative if you wish to discuss your access to UBS Neo. 

When you receive Global Research through a System, your access and/or use of such Global Research is subject to this Global Research Disclaimer and to the terms of 
use governing the applicable System. 

When you receive Global Research via a third party vendor, e-mail or other electronic means, your use shall be subject to this Global Research Disclaimer and to UBS's 
Terms of Use/Disclaimer (http://www.ubs.com/global/en/legalinfo2/disclaimer.html). By accessing and/or using Global Research in this manner, you are indicating that 
you have read and agree to be bound by our Terms of Use/Disclaimer. In addition, you consent to UBS processing your personal data and using cookies in accordance 
with our Privacy Statement (http://www.ubs.com/global/en/legalinfo2/privacy.html) and cookie notice (http://www.ubs.com/global/en/homepage/cookies/cookie-
management.html). 

If you receive Global Research, whether through a System or by any other means, you agree that you shall not copy, revise, amend, create a derivative 
work, transfer to any third party, or in any way commercially exploit any UBS research provided via Global Research or otherwise, and that you shall not 
extract data from any research or estimates provided to you via Global Research or otherwise, without the prior written consent of UBS.   

This document is for distribution only as may be permitted by law. It is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or 
resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or 
would subject UBS to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction. It is published solely for information purposes; it is not an advertisement nor is it 
a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any financial instruments or to participate in any particular trading strategy. No representation or warranty, either expressed or 
implied, is provided in relation to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information contained in this document ("the Information"), except with respect to 
Information concerning UBS. The Information is not intended to be a complete statement or summary of the securities, markets or developments referred to in the 
document. UBS does not undertake to update or keep current the Information. Any opinions expressed in this document may change without notice and may differ or 
be contrary to opinions expressed by other business areas or groups of UBS. Any statements contained in this report attributed to a third party represent UBS's 
interpretation of the data, information and/or opinions provided by that third party either publicly or through a subscription service, and such use and interpretation 
have not been reviewed by the third party. 

Nothing in this document constitutes a representation that any investment strategy or recommendation is suitable or appropriate to an investor’s individual 
circumstances or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation. Investments involve risks, and investors should exercise prudence and their own judgement in 
making their investment decisions. The financial instruments described in the document may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of 
investors. Options, derivative products and futures are not suitable for all investors, and trading in these instruments is considered risky. Mortgage and asset-backed 
securities may involve a high degree of risk and may be highly volatile in response to fluctuations in interest rates or other market conditions. Foreign currency rates of 
exchange may adversely affect the value, price or income of any security or related instrument referred to in the document. For investment advice, trade execution or 
other enquiries, clients should contact their local sales representative. 

The value of any investment or income may go down as well as up, and investors may not get back the full (or any) amount invested. Past performance is not necessarily 
a guide to future performance. Neither UBS nor any of its directors, employees or agents accepts any liability for any loss (including investment loss) or damage arising 
out of the use of all or any of the Information. 

Any prices stated in this document are for information purposes only and do not represent valuations for individual securities or other financial instruments. There is no 
representation that any transaction can or could have been effected at those prices, and any prices do not necessarily reflect UBS's internal books and records or 
theoretical model-based valuations and may be based on certain assumptions. Different assumptions by UBS or any other source may yield substantially different results. 

This document and the Information are produced by UBS as part of its research function and are provided to you solely for general background information. UBS has no 
regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any specific recipient. In no circumstances may this document or any of the 
Information be used for any of the following purposes: 

(i) valuation or accounting purposes; 

(ii) to determine the amounts due or payable, the price or the value of any financial instrument or financial contract; or 

(iii) to measure the performance of any financial instrument. 

By receiving this document and the Information you will be deemed to represent and warrant to UBS that you will not use this document or any of the Information for 
any of the above purposes or otherwise rely upon this document or any of the Information. 

UBS has policies and procedures, which include, without limitation, independence policies and permanent information barriers, that are intended, and upon which UBS 
relies, to manage potential conflicts of interest and control the flow of information within divisions of UBS and among its subsidiaries, branches and affiliates. For further 
information on the ways in which UBS manages conflicts and maintains independence of its research products, historical performance information and certain additional 
disclosures concerning UBS research recommendations, please visit www.ubs.com/disclosures. 

Research will initiate, update and cease coverage solely at the discretion of UBS Investment Bank Research Management, which will also have sole discretion on the 
timing and frequency of any published research product. The analysis contained in this document is based on numerous assumptions. All material information in relation 
to published research reports, such as valuation methodology, risk statements, underlying assumptions (including sensitivity analysis of those assumptions), ratings 
history etc. as required by the Market Abuse Regulation, can be found on NEO. Different assumptions could result in materially different results. 

The analyst(s) responsible for the preparation of this document may interact with trading desk personnel, sales personnel and other parties for the purpose of gathering, 
applying and interpreting market information. UBS relies on information barriers to control the flow of information contained in one or more areas within UBS into other 
areas, units, groups or affiliates of UBS. The compensation of the analyst who prepared this document is determined exclusively by research management and senior 
management (not including investment banking). Analyst compensation is not based on investment banking revenues; however, compensation may relate to the 
revenues of UBS Investment Bank as a whole, of which investment banking, sales and trading are a part, and UBS's subsidiaries, branches and affiliates as a whole. 

For financial instruments admitted to trading on an EU regulated market: UBS AG, its affiliates or subsidiaries (excluding UBS Securities LLC) acts as a market maker or 
liquidity provider (in accordance with the interpretation of these terms in the UK) in the financial instruments of the issuer save that where the activity of liquidity 
provider is carried out in accordance with the definition given to it by the laws and regulations of any other EU jurisdictions, such information is separately disclosed in 
this document. For financial instruments admitted to trading on a non-EU regulated market: UBS may act as a market maker save that where this activity is carried out in 
the US in accordance with the definition given to it by the relevant laws and regulations, such activity will be specifically disclosed in this document. UBS may have issued 
a warrant the value of which is based on one or more of the financial instruments referred to in the document. UBS and its affiliates and employees may have long or 
short positions, trade as principal and buy and sell in instruments or derivatives identified herein; such transactions or positions may be inconsistent with the opinions 
expressed in this document. 

United Kingdom and the rest of Europe:  Except as otherwise specified herein, this material is distributed by UBS Limited to persons who are eligible counterparties 
or professional clients. UBS Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation 
Authority.   France:  Prepared by UBS Limited and distributed by UBS Limited and UBS Securities France S.A. UBS Securities France S.A. is regulated by the ACPR 
(Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel et de Résolution) and the Autorité des Marchés Financiers (AMF). Where an analyst of UBS Securities France S.A. has contributed to this 
document, the document is also deemed to have been prepared by UBS Securities France S.A.   Germany:  Prepared by UBS Limited and distributed by UBS Limited and 
UBS Deutschland AG. UBS Deutschland AG is regulated by the Bundesanstalt fur Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin).   Spain:  Prepared by UBS Limited and distributed 
by UBS Limited and UBS Securities España SV, SA. UBS Securities España SV, SA is regulated by the Comisión Nacional del Mercado de Valores (CNMV).   Turkey:  
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Distributed by UBS Limited. No information in this document is provided for the purpose of offering, marketing and sale by any means of any capital market instruments 
and services in the Republic of Turkey. Therefore, this document may not be considered as an offer made or to be made to residents of the Republic of Turkey. UBS AG 
is not licensed by the Turkish Capital Market Board under the provisions of the Capital Market Law (Law No. 6362). Accordingly, neither this document nor any other 
offering material related to the instruments/services may be utilized in connection with providing any capital market services to persons within the Republic of Turkey 
without the prior approval of the Capital Market Board. However, according to article 15 (d) (ii) of the Decree No. 32, there is no restriction on the purchase or sale of 
the securities abroad by residents of the Republic of Turkey.   Poland:  Distributed by UBS Limited (spolka z ograniczona odpowiedzialnoscia) Oddzial w Polsce regulated 
by the Polish Financial Supervision Authority. Where an analyst of UBS Limited (spolka z ograniczona odpowiedzialnoscia) Oddzial w Polsce has contributed to this 
document, the document is also deemed to have been prepared by UBS Limited (spolka z ograniczona odpowiedzialnoscia) Oddzial w Polsce.   Russia:  Prepared and 
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